What We Set Out to Do

● Document UAH history digitally
● Increase interest in UAH history
● Provide digital access to UAH history
● Supplement existing resources in the Archives and Special Collections

What We Achieved

● Made a timeline to represent UAH’s long past
● Made a walking tour using Clio that explores and explains the history of UAH
● Provided more accessible information about pre-UAH history
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Why Campus History?

Campus history is a subject that is near and dear to our hearts, and we believe that it should be easily available to the UAH community. This project is an attempt to increase availability of and interest in the materials that we distribute.

How We Did It

Through a collection of historical, researching, and technological resources, we created two robust digital history projects that act not only on their own, but also as a supplement to resources already provided by the historical community at UAH.
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